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(Note by the Secretariat

The Articles covered by this draft Report and the documents used in

establishing the Charter texts (given on left-hand pages) are indicated

below. It should be observed, however, that the texts embody certain

changes decided upon by the Legal Drafting Sub-Coumittee and not

recorded in documents distributed at the time the Report was drafted.

Article Domutent
14 E FC/P/T/C.w6/.72

15 - 23 PE//CT/C.6/5R5te1.i
24, 25 E/PCT/C./WA.72

25:f(r) /PEjC/T/C.90go
26 - 31 E/PC/?CC.W6/.81

27:2(b) - (d) / I/CIT/C.6//RTTe1vl
31:3 E LCPt/T/C.6/W.94
32 P P/IT/j/C.6/W.86

34, 35 E/PT/C.6/Ww..66
37 E .//PCT/C.6/5R5v/.1
38 PC/T- /C/61w.66

The mmeountss given opposite o. the respectiv 'Charter texts epocify

the. changes introduced by the Drafting Cmm-ittee in the Charter as adopted at

the First Session of therPleparotcry mo=mittee only if these changes are of

particular importance or when it was considered desirable to indicate the

reasons for the changem zade.)
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CHAPTER V

GENERAL COMMERCIAL POLICY

Section A. - General Commercial Provisions, Most-Favoured-
Nation Treatment

Article 14

General Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment

1. With respect to customs duties and charges of any kind

imposed on or in connection with importation or exportation

or imposed on the international transfer of payments for

imports or exports, and with-respect to the method of levying

such duties and charges, and with respect to all rules and

formalities in connecticn with importation or exportation
and with respect to all matters in regard to which national

treatment is provided for in Article 15, any advantage

favour, privilege or immunity granted by any Member to any

product originating in or destined for any other country,

shall be accorded immediately and unconditionally to the

like product originating in or destined for all other Member

countries respectively.
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CHATIRVS

GEERMAL CMMERCcIAL POLICY

Section A

Article 14

General Most-Favoure .Nation Treatment

General Comment

The delegates for Australia and India maintained their

suggestion made at the First Session of the Preparatory

Committee that Articles 14aend 24 "ho-uld beinzterpreted in

such a way that, so long as a preference remained accordable

in one part of a preferential system specified in

paragraph 2 of Article 8 (now Article 14), that part of the

preferential system according theprrefrenncesshou l be at

liberty to extend the same, or a laesermresiurs of

preference to any other part of thesamae preferential

syste .wthich at present did ont enjoy it."

:he delgEate for the Union of Soth1 Africa agreed with

this suggestion.

14

141
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2. The provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article shall not

be construed to require the elimination of any preferences

in respect of customs duties or other charges imposed on

importation, which do not exceed the preferences remaining

in force after the negotiations contemplated in Article 24

and which fall within the following descriptions:

(a) Preferences in force exclusively

(i) between two or more territories which on

1 July 1939 were connected by common

sovereignty or relations of protection or

suzerainty; or

(ii) between two or more of the territories listed

in Annexure A to this Charter.

Each Member to which provision (i) applies shall

provide a list of such territories which shall be

incorporated in an annexure to this Charter.

(b) Preferences in force exclusively between the

United States of America and the Republic of Cuba.

(c) Preferences in force on 1 July 1946 exclusively

between neighbouring countries.

.1.

:':
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Specific Comments

14:2 1. The delegate for China who wished to reserve the

right of his Government in case of absolute need to

resort to preferences in the future.

2. The delegate for Chile, while accepting in

principle paragraph 2, was not in full agreement with

the provision as it stood. He wished to reserve the

right to raise the question at the Second Session or

at the World Trade Conference.
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Article 15 :

Naional treatmen onInnaltermi TaxaanonReud Pegulation

ehtemb siag'eeo-aehBaiteeihr intvrlataxess nor other

iernal chokarges norniztnal llaws , regulations or requirements

suld d be usetooaff rdfo protection directly or indiceotly

f ane y.natnaorl product.

2.The- :e products ny MambyM crlnoouctry imported iaty wn

ther Mmbertry shall bxemptst from internal taxes

anothet ineerialtrn chasge on aty kind higher than those

imposed, directly ir indcrey,l, on like products of national

origin.
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NationalTreatment on InternationalTaxation and Regulation

.-.

15:2 Theegaelo for Indiasa-andtarwaynwNo aished to maintain the

j cobeesiagains E-nt tparagrhis aphsra ied-by them at the First

SesaiTheoeledJle foO Indzrh'aa admentente(d that there

ld-u be nj obiectagainstdisciecnarirymito rnntexal taxes

vid onlyp v

pure oppose osing revenevenue; and the delegate
Nfowr oray eserveddrsssceun ry'ot*Ig ttorieh vary charges

levieanimpoon irteoduc6I.de whin vhr 'aiiations were required

. .fmr the Maintenan eniof aprifom :irce of the product in the

domatic .brket)"

*
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3. The products of anyMember country imported into any

other Member country shalI be accordedtreatment no less

fanvourable than that accorded to like products of national

orign in respect of all law, regulations or requirements

affecting their internal sale, offering for sale,

transportation,. distribution or use of any kind whatsoever.

The provisions, of this paragraph shall be understood to

preclude the application of internal requirements restricting

the amount or proportion of an imported product permitted

to be mixed, processed or used, Provided that any such

retirement in force on the day of the signature of this

Charter may be continued until the expiration of one year

from the day on which this charter enters into force, which

period may be extended in respect of any product if the

Organization concurs that the requirement concerned is less

restricture of international trade than other measures

permissible under this Charter. Requirements permitted to

be maintained under the foregoing proviso shall be subject

to negotiation in the manner provided for in respect of

tariffs uuder Article 24.



COMMENTARY

15:3. 1. The delegates for Brazil the Netherlandsand the Union

of South Africa maintained the reservation their delegations

had made at theFirstSession as toerequito the requirements on mixing,

somg. etc/con~.deredikderi4iparagna ph h. The delegate

ffr NeanZealeqe oninc a this reservation.;t*i

iThe delegate foslovakiacsugges waahugesd tbat the following
seviso be add d e& nt the e4d.of the penultimate sentence
paragraph:tl provider oved that reasonable new

rec.-aly bnts ma b established in respect of any product if

the Organization concurs that the requirement is less restrictive

of iaternational trade than other measrres pezmissible under

this Charter. "

3. mTe sane delegate reseived hIs position on the last

sentence of this paragraph.
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4.The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 3 of this Article

shall not be construed to prevent the application of internal

laws, regulations or requiremets, other than taxes, relating
to the distribution or exhibition of cinematograph flms.

Anylaws, regulations or requirements so appliedshall,

however, be subject to negotiation for their liberalization

or elimination in the maner provided for in respect of

tariffs and preferences under Article 24.
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15:4 1. The second sentence of thisparagraph provides that laws,

regulationsand requirements relatingto the distribution

and exhibition of cinematograph films will be subject to

negotiation in the same manneras those consideredunder

paragraph 3. It was the understanding of the Committee that

the provisions contained in this sentence would only imply that

there should be willingness to negotiate for liberalization or

elimination of the laws, regulations and requirements in question

but that, as in the case of tariffs, Members would be free to

adopt legislative or other measures affecting the distributions

or exhibition of cinematograph films as long as these measures

were not bound by the trade agreements.
2. The delegate for Czechoslovakia reserved his position on

the second sentence of this paragraph.

3. The delegate for New Zealand made a statement to the effect

that the New Zealand film hire tax which is in reality a

delayed customs duty levied at the point where the real value

has become apparent, should neither be regarded as being covered

by the terms "internal laws" or "regulations" or "requirements"

whenever such words appear in Article 15, nor as an internal

tax. The film hire tax, he pointed out, which is not

associated with any formof film quota, but which contains a

preference element, could thus be the subject of negotiations

of the kind provided for in Article 24 with respect to tariffs.

New Zealand, he declared, did not produce cinematograph films
other then educational and newsreels, and such films were exempt

from tax, Bitish films of all types were subject to tax at a

rate lower than that applied to foreign films.

4. The delegate for the United States reserved his

position on this paragraph.
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5. The provisions of this Article shall not apply to the

procurement by governmental agencies of supplies for

governmentaluse and not for resale [nor for use in the

production of goods for sale].

ArticIe 16

Freedom of Transit

i~ ."4*. * ' .4

..i.1-;-.--' At~l S

. . I -.
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15:5 The words in square brackets at the end of this

pararapph were added for later consideration in connection

iihw asbimila .addition to paragraph 2 of Article 31.
Comment referrngBto thewhohlofr Artcell15

.The delegate for BrazimaDiintaineh bissuggestion at the

rst Sessias -tat a new p raarapbhsihul bee dded, providing
for date of entry into force of this ArticIe.

2. 'The delegat .for Cub 'rsebrvd7 his ostition on Article 15.

Article 16

Freedom of Transit

16 General Cmrment

1. The original text of this Article referred in general to

persons, goods and means of transport. The text recommended

by the Drafting Committee refers to goods and means of

transport only, since the transit of persons was considered

not to be within the scope of the Charter and since traffic

of persons iss uj3ect toimmiigaetion laws an 'may properly be

the concernop a-n international agenc 'othre than the Trade

rgani~aztio.n * - ' - '' ',

hjelegate oh India.;bected to'tlie dletion of the

word. persns.,
3. TeAselagtQ for thhew dlclared tha iiuLd prefer that

nsf the 16prov-norArt cleg]be confied 'to &oods only (that

ls, to exclupdet) means of transor.
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1. Goods ncicluding bgaggae), dan laiso vessels and other

means of transport, shall be deemed to be in transit across

the territory of Member whenithepassageVp across such

territory, with or without trans-shmeeant, warehousing,

breaking bulk, or changi In theo mde of transport, is lony

a portion of a complete Jouensy, beginning, and terminating
.. .,..:..;:........................... s:.

beyond. the frontier of the Member across whose territory the

traffic asse.. raffic of this nature is termed in this

Article "traffic in transit". The provisions of this

Ariticle shall not apply to the operation of aircraftIn

transit.

2. There shall be freedom. of transit through the Member

countries via the routes most convenient for International

transit for traffic In transit to or from other Nember

countries. No d3stinction shall be made which is based on

the nationality of persons, the flag.of vessels, the place

of origin, departure, entry, exit. or, deetixxaton, or on any

circumstances relating to the ownership qf goods, or vessels

or other means of transport.
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Specofic Comments

16:1 1. The delegates for Australia and Belegium were of the

opinion that, for the sake of consistency, no exemption

should be made for the operation ofaircraft in transit.

2.It was noted thereis noapparent inconsistency
between this Articleand the Barcelona Convention of

20 April 1921 (Convention and Statute on Freedom of Transit).
Should the questionof a new transit convention) be raised, the

Committee felt that the International Trade Organization

might wish to co-operate.-

66:2 1.T he last sentenceais based on ihetextt of Article 2

ftheBarcelona -Statute..
. Thddelegatefor Indiasuggesetda thattthe first sentence

houlddread:as follows:i 7%-

all be freedomof transit through i Member countries

foor th- ProductsMember coureh;eZ'contries via such

many beitotra 6 ~e toroic in pi-ducts of likequalityofnationalorigtn."l`oig
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3. Any Member may require that traffic, in transit through
its territory be entered at the proper customhouse, but,

except in cases of failure to comply with applicable

customs laws and regulations, such traffic coming from or

going to other Member countries shall not be subject to any

unnecessary delays or restrictions and shall be, exempt from

customs duties and from all transit duties or other charges

imposed in respect or transit, except charges for

transportation or those commensurate with administrative

expenses entailed by transit or with the cost of services

rendered.

4. All charges and regulations imposed by Members on traffic

to or from other Member countries shall be reasonable, having

regard to the conditions of the traffic.

5. With respect to all charges, rules, and formalities

in connection with transit, each Member shall accord to

traffic in transit to or from any other Member country

treatment no less favourable than the treatment accorded

to traffic in transit to or from any third country.

6. Each Member shall accord to products which have been in

transit through any other Member country treatment no less

favourable than that which would have been accorded to such

products had they been transported from their place of origin

to their destination without going through such other Member

country. Any Member shall, however, be free to maintain

its requirements of direct consignment (expedition directe)

existing on the day of the signature of this Charter, in

respect of any goods in regard to which such direct

consignment is a requisite condition of eligibility for entry

of the goods at preferential rates of duty, or has relation to

the country's prescribed method of valuation for duty putposes.
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t . v i -.... a .:. .,
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16:3

16:4

16:5
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Article 17-

Anti-Duping and CountervailngDuhties
1. No anti-dumping duty or charge shall be imposed on any

product of any Member country imported into any other Member

country in excess of an amount equal to the margin of dumping

under which such product is being imported. For the purposes

of this Article, themargvin of dumping shall be understood to

mean the amount by which the price of the product exported

from one country to another is less than (a) the comparable

price for the like product to buyers in the domestic market

of the exporting country, or, in the absence of such domestic

price, either (b) the highest comparable price at which the

like product is sold for export to any third country in the

ordinary course of commerce, or (c) the cost of production of

the product in the country of origin plus a reasonable

addition for selling cost and profit; with due allwaence in

each case for differences in conditions and terms of sale,

for differences in taxation, and for other differences

affecting price comparability.
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Article 17

Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties

17:1 1. It was understool that paragraph 1 refers only to

price dumping and that the term "anti-dumping duty", as used

therein, refers only to an additional duty imposed for the

purpose of offsetting such dumping.

.2. The delegate for the United Kingdom suggested that the

word "landed''be inserted before "price of the product

exported" in the definition of the margin of dumping (second

sentence).

3. The delegate for Australia, Czechoslovakia, the Netherlands

and the Union of South Africa suggested that the words "by more

then five per cent" be inserted in the same definition after

"another is less".

4i. The delegates for certain countries (Belgium, uxembourg,

Czechoslovakia, France, New Zealand and the Netherlands)

favoured the authorization of measures besides anti-dumping

duties to offset price-dumping.

5. The delegate for Brazil reserved his position on this

pregraph, being of the opinion that heavier than

counter-balancing duties or quantitive restrictions should be

allowed in cases of aggravated or sporadic dumping.
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2. No countervailing duty shall be imposed on any product

of any Member country imported into another member country

in excess of an amount equal to the estimated bounty or

subsidy determined to have been granted, directly or

indirectly, on the production of export of such product in

the country of origin or exportation. The term 'countervailing

duty' shall be understood to mean an additional duty imposed

for the purpose of off-setting any bounty or subsidy bostowed,

directly or indirectly, upon the manufacture, production or

exportation of any merchandise.

3. No product of any Member country imported into any other

Member country shall be subject to anti-dumping or

countervailing duty or reason of the exemption of such

product from duties or taxes imposed in the country of origin

or exportation upon the like product when consumed domestically,

or by reason of the refund of such duties or taxes.

4. No product of any Member country imported into any other

Member country shall be subject to both anti-dumping and

countervailing duties to compensate for the same situation of

dumping or export subsidization.

5. No Member shall impose any anti-dumping or countervailing

duty or charge on the importation of any product of other

Member countries unless it determines that the effect of the

dumping or subsidization, as the case may be, is such as

materially to injure or threaten to injure an established

domestic industry, or is ouch as to prevent the establishment

of a domestic industry.
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17:2 1. The delegates for China suggested the following addition

to this paragraph:

"In the event of preferential treatment being accorded

by a country to certain countries to the exclusion of

other Member countries, no countervailing duty shall be

imposed upon the products imported from such other Member

countries against subsidies which are granted by the latter

to such products as compensation for covering the

preferential margin."

2. The delegate for Brazil suggested that quantitative

restrictions or other punitive measures should be permissible

in order to cope with theimport of subsidized products.

17:3 _-

17:4

17:5 The delegate for Brazil suggested the deletion of this

paragraph.
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6. Nothing in this Article shall preclude Members parties

to a regulatory commodity agreement conforming to the

principles of Chapter VII from incorporating in such

agreement provisions prohibiting, as between themselves,

the use of anti-dumping duties in cases in which dumping,

within the meaning of paragraph 1 of this Article, may be

permitted under the terms of such an agreement.
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17:6

Suggested new paragraph under Article 17

The delegate for Australia., supported by those for

New Zealand and the Union of South Africa, suggested

inclusion in Article 17 of the following paragraph:

7. "Any Member maintaining restrictions on forms of

dumping other than 'price dumping',e.g., freight dumping

or dumping by means of depreciation of currency, shall

only impose such dumping duties where it has determined

after enquiry that the method and extent of dumping against

which action is taken is such as to injure or threaten to

injure an established domestic industry."

While not adopting the proposed text, the Committee decided

to forward it for consideration at the Second Session.
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Article 18

Tariff Valuation

1. The Members undertake to work toward thestandardization,

insofar as practicable, of definitions of value and of

procedures for determining the value of products subject to

customs duties or other changes or restrictions based upon or

regulated in any manner by value. With a view to furthering

such co-operation, the Organization is authorized to investigate

and recommend to Members such bases and methods for

determining the value of products as would appear best suited

to the needs of commerce and most capable of general adoption.

2. The Members recognize the validity of the general principals

of tariff valuation, set forth in the following sub-paragraphs,

and they undertake to give effect to such principles, in

respect of all products subject to duties, charges or

restrictions based upon or regulated in any manner by value,

at the earliest practicable date. Moreover, they undertake,

upon a request by another Member, to review the operation of any

of their laws or regulations relating tovalue for duty purposes

in the light of these principles. The. Organization is

authorized to request from Members reports on steps taken by

them in pursuance of the provisions of this paragraph.
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Article 18

TariffValuation
18:1 ... .....

13:2 1 l. The delegates for uertain cBmntries (3elmium gLuxenbours,

Czechoslovakia, and thn Netwerlamds) Wishid to prov4de for a

detinite'earry dat foa he -entry- int force of~ the provisions

of _.- aph 2,, :

2. The delegate fsrgghina cu~apested tht the entry into

force should be preceded by a transitional period.

3. The deletgaNete for drtherlanis uggested. that certain

procedes shomld be acore exctrl:id)iatedomThe Cerrmttee

ceaniderd. however, thse tue ssiggeerions were too detailed

for inclusion in arais ph.aOnrab. -e of these suggestions

(ccnzrni g:the.trial of value litigation) was considered in

c~nection with Article 'r, pacagr2ph. Z.
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Alternative A

The value for duty purposes of imported products should

be based on the actual value of the kind of imported

merchandise on which duty is assessed, or the nearest

ascertainable equivalent of such value, and should not be

based on the value of products of national origin or on

arbitrary or fictitous valuations.

Alternative B

The value for duty of imported products should be based

on their actual value as represented by the price at which,

at a determined time and place, and in the ordinary course

of trade between independent buyer andseller, like goods are

sold or offered for sale in quantities and under conditions

comparable to those under which the imported goods are sold

or offered for sale, or the nearest ascertainable equivalent

of such value. The value should not be based on the value of

products of national origin or on arbitrary or fictitious

valuations. -

lternative C

Where ap actual price of imported products is not accepted

as the basis forg determ va&. their:yplue for duty purposes,

their assessed dalue shoul; noonbe based cm the value of

products of nationaloorigin or cn arbitrary or spurious

valuations, but should satisfy clearly defined and stable

conditionBirmich ccnforn with comme.cial usage,
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The Committee did not researchagreementon paragraph 2(a)

of this Article and therefore submits three alternative texts

for consideration at the Second Session. Alternative A

represents the text in the United States Draft Charter;

Alternatives B and C were drafted in order to clarify to a

certain extent the expression"actual value".

*.;
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(b) The valuefor duty purposes of anyimported product should

not include the amount of any [customsduty or] internal tax,

applicable within the country of origin or export, from which

the imported product has been relieved by means of refund

or made exempt.

(c) In converting the value of any imported product from one

currency to another for the purpose of assessing duty, the rate

of exchange to be used should be fixed in accordance with

prescribed standards to reflect effectively the current value

of each currency in commercial transactions.

(d) The bases and methods for determining the value of products

subject to duties, charges or restrictions based upon or regulated

by value shouldbe stable and should be given sufficient

publicity to enable traders to estimate, with a reasonable

degree of certainty, the amount of duty likely to be imposed.
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.., s

8:2(c)C. The delegate for the United Statesreserved the right to

recommend insertion of the words "or rates" after "rate", or

otherwise to provide for the conversion of currencies in

the cases of dual ormualtiple rtae.;

2. The delegate for China reserved his position on this

paragraph.

18:2 (b)

'..

'.

.. .-I

18:2 (c)

. - ..
-

.

,-Z- .

_ -,

-i'?-d..
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-
- --: . -'. .
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Article 19

Customs Formalities

1. The Members recognize the principle that subsidiary fees

and charges imposed on or in connection with importation or

exportation should be limited in amount to the approximate cost
of services rendered and should not represent an indirect

protection to domestic products or a taxation of imports or

exports for fiscal purposes. They also recognize the need for

reducing the number and diversity of such subsidiary fees

and charges, for minimizing the incidence and complexity of

import and export formalities, and for decreasing and

simplifying import and expert documentation requirements.

2. Members undertake to give effect to the principles and

objectives of paragraph 1 of this Article at the earliest

practicable date. Moreover, they undertake,upon request by

another Member,to review the operation of any of their

customs laws and regulations in the light of these principles.

The Organization is authorized to request from Members reports

on steps taken by them in pursuance of the provisions of this

paragraph.

3. Except in cases of serious negligence, greater than nominal

penalties over and above the duty properly payable should not

be imposed by any Member in connection with the importation of

any product of any other Member country because of errors in

documentation which are obviously clerical in origin or with

regard to which good faith can be established.
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CO4mA"Y

Article 19
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4. The provisions of this Article shall extend to fees,

charges, formalities and requirements relating to all customs

matters, including:

(a) consular transactions, such a consular invoices

and certificates;

(b) Quantitative restrictions;

(c) licensing;

(d.) exchange regulations;

(e) statistical services;

(f) documents, documentation and certification;

(g) analysis and inspection; and

(h) guarantine, sanitation and fumigation.

Article 20

Marks of Origin

1. The Members agree that in adopting and implementing laws

and regulations relating to marks of origin, the difficulties

and inconveniences which such measures may cause to the

commerce and industry of exporting countries should be reduced

to a minimum.

2. Each Member shall accord to the products of each other

Member country treatment with regard to marking requirements

no less favourable than the treatment accorded to like products

of any third country.

3. Whenever administratively practicalble, Members should

permit required marks of origin to be imposed at the time of

importation.
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Marks of Oriegi
20:1. ___
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.19:4 , r.ctcae" and "soud ar .usie for. .ss_,,ea,
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:3Atthemirstr ession delegedes had objected
theteto x o t orrcespondingtheparagraphinhetUnitedates-

Member shall....."th peareet te ixtn 'hwcah

pacicale~. nd"shul-"areil 20si;te o pssbe n

membrs of thObCrtte TedleaesfrCaaa

Czechoslo.a;i, .v~ an th UnTe Stte stte that the

The delegate fox rhe United Kingdom reserved his position

on this paragraphwh.ci h his view should be deleted.
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4. The laws and regulations of Members relating to the

marking of imported products shall be such as to permit

compliance without seriously damaging the products, or

materially reducing their value or unreasonably increasing
their cost.

5. Members agree to work in co-operation through the

Organization toward the early elimination of unnecessary

requirements as to marks of origin. The Organization is

authorized to investigate and recommend to Members measures

directed to this end, including the adoption of schedules of

general categories of products in respect of which marking

requirements operate to restrict trade in a degree

disproportionate to any proper purpose to be served, and

which shall not in any case be required to be marked to

indicate their origin.

6. As a general rule, no special duty or penalty should

be imposed by any Member for failure to comply with marking

requirements prior to importation unless corrective marking

has been unreasonably delayed or deceptive marks have been

affixed or the required marking has been intentionally omitted
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20:61. In order to meet objections against the original text

raise by certain delegates, the obligation that would

be incurred, by Members was rendered less exacting by edition of

the words "As a general rule" at the beginning of the Article,

and by substituting the words "deceptive marks have been affixed."

for "false marks have been intentionally affixed"

2. The question raised, by certain delegates concerning the

right of each country to prohibit the import, export and transit

of foreign goes falsely marked as being produced in the country

in question was considered to be covered primarily by the words

"deceptive practices", in Article 37, sub-paragraph (g).
3. The delegate for the United Kingdom reserved his position

on this paragraph.

20:4

42
20:5

20:6
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7. The interest of Members in protecting the regional and

geographical marks of origin of their distinctive products

is recognized and shall be given consideration by the

Organization which is authorizedto recommend a conference

of interested Members on the subject.
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20:7 1. The delegates for certain countries (Belgium, Luxemburg,

Czechoslovakia, France and the Netherlands), while accepting

paragraph 7 as given above, did not consider it going far

enough and were in favour of replacing it by the following

text:

"Members agree to grant to trade name's and geographical or

regional marks of origin and quality that are recognized and

protected by other Members, the same protection as is

afforded by their domestic legislation to their own trade

names and geographical or regional marks of origin and

quality, provided that these marks and trade names relate

to like products. They shall, for this purpose, transmit

to the Organization a list of such marks and trade names as

are protected by their domestic legislation and for which

they wish to secure protection in importing countries.

They undertake further to take part in any conference

called by the Organization to secure effective international

protection for marks of origin."

.2. The delegate for Chile reserved his position on paragraph 7

since he considered that further time was required for studying

the matter which ought to be taken up at a later date.

3. The delegate for Cuba reserved his right to present a new

text. of this paragraph at the Second Session.
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Article 21

Publicaaion snd Administration of Trade Regulstion=
ce Nano .otice of Restrictive Regulations

1. Laws, regulations, judicial decisions and administrative

rulings of general application made effective by any Member,

pertaining to the classification or the valuation of products

for customs purposes, or to rates of duty,.taxes or other

charges, or to requirements, restrictions or prohibitions on

imports or, exports r on-the transfer of payments therefor, or

affecting thale sdiseri,uttabtion,s traapirtatton or

insurance, or affecting their warehousing, inspection,

exhibition, processing, mixing or other use, shall be published

promptly in suchna marner as to enabls traders and nmeermtert
to become acquainted with thgreeA,3epments in force between the

government or a govermental agency of any Member country and

the governmentoorrngcveanmenAl agency of any other country

affecting international trade policy shall also be published.

Copies of such laegulre nations, decisions, rulings and

agreements shall be communicaromppQ7ptly to the Organization.

This paragraph shall not require any Member. to disclose

confidential information which would. impede law enforcement, or

otherwise be contrary to the public inteorewtuldvorul

prejudice the legitimate bus ness.interests of particular

prnte rises, public orprivate.

2. Each Member shall administer in a uniform, impartial and

reasonable manner all its laws, regulations, decisions and

rulings of tne kiad described in paragraph 1 of this Article.

Moreover, Members undertake to maintain, or to institute as soon

as practicajle, Judicial, arbitral or administrative naib inlsr

or procedures for the purpose inter alia, of the prompt review

ad correction of administrative action relating to customs

matters. Such tribunals or procedures shall be independent of

of the agenciee ontruetod with administrative forcemenr~t.
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Article 21

Publications and Administration of Trade Regulations
Advance Notice of Restrictive Regulations

21:1 The Committee felt that it might be useful if the

Preparatory Committee were to suggest the absorption by the

Organization of certain existing international agencies such

as the Brussels Tariff Bureau, and arrangements for collecting

analyzing and. publishing laws, regulations and decisions

concerning foreign trade and for the periodical collection,

in detailed studies, of information concerning the

regulations of Member States on any given point. Attention

was drawn in this connection to the provision of paragraph 4

of Article 81 of the Draft Charter.

21:2 1. A reservation was made on this paragraph by the delegates

for New Zealand and the Union of South Africa who were of the

opinion that appeals against administrative decisions might

be made to the competent Minister and that it should not be

necessary to provide for independent tribunals or procedures
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3. No administrative ruling of anyMember effecting an

advance in a rate of import duty or other charge under an

established and uniform practice, or imposing a new or more

burdensome requirement, restriction or prohibition on imports,

or on the transfer of payments therefor, shall, as a general

rule and within the limits of administrative practicability,

be applied to products of any other Member country already

enroute at the time of publication thereof in accordance

with paragraph 1 of this Article, Provided, that if any

Member customarily exempts from such new or increased

obligations products entered for consumption or withdrawn from

warehouse for consumption during a period of thirty days after

the date of such publication, such practice shall considered

full compliance with this paragraph. The provisions of this

paragraph shall not apply to anti-dumping or countervailing

duties.

Article 22

Information, Statistics and Trade Terminology

1. The Members shall communicate to the Organization as

promptly and in as much detail as is reasonably practicable:

(a) statistics of their external trade in goods

(including imports, exports, re-exports,

transit and trans-shipment and, where applicable, goods

in warehouse or in bond);

(b) statistics of governmental revenue from import and

export duties and other taxes on goods moving in

international trade and, in so far as readily

ascertainable, of subsidy payments affecting such trade.

So far as possible, the statistics referred to in

(a) and (b) shall be related to tariff classifications



21:3The delegates for Brazil, Czechoslovakia, France, Norway,

the Union of South Africa andthe United Kingdom reserved

their position provisionally on this paragraph.

Article 22

Information, Statistics and Trade Terminology

The delegate for Canada, supported by the delegate for

the Netherlands, with a view to the possible centralization

of the statistical services of the United Nations, suggested

that the following words be added after "Organization" in

the first sentence:", or to such agency as may be designatedi

for the purpose by the Organization".

21:3

22:1
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and be in such form as to reveal the operation of any

restrictions on importation or exportation which are based

on or regulated in any manner by quantity or value, or by

amounts of exchange made available.

2. The Numbers shall publish regularly and as promptly as

possible the statistics referred to in paragraph 1 of this

Article.

3. The Members shall givecarefulconsideration to any

recommendations which the Orgnization may make to them with

a view to improvement of the statistical information furnished

under paragraph 1 of this Article.

4. The Members shall makeavailable to the Organization, at its

request and in so far as reasonably practicable, such other

statistical information as the Organization may deem necessary

to enable it to fulfill its functions, provided that such

information is not being furnished to other inter-governmental

organizations from which the Organization can obtain the

required information.;

5. The Organization shall act as a centre for the collection,

exchange and publicaton of statistical information of the

kind referred to in paragraph1 l of this Article. The

Organization may, in collaboration with tez Economic and

Social Council of the UnitedNratocns and its ommiissocns,
and with any other interested international organization,
engage in studies with a vie r to bringing aouat improvements

in the methods of collecting, analyzing and publishing
economic statistics and may promote the international

comparability of such statistics, including the possible

international adoption of standard tariff and commodity

classifications.
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22:2 __

22:3

24:- .-

22:5
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6. The Organization may also, in co-operation with the other

organizations referred to in Paragraph 5 of this Article,

study the question of adopting standards, nomenclatures, terms

and forms to be used in international trade and in the official

documents and statistics of Members relevant thereto, and. may

promote the general acceptance by Members of such standards,

nomenclatures, terms and forms as may be recommended.

Article 23

Boycotts

No Member shall enacourage, support or participate in

boycotts or other campaigns which are designed to discourage,

directly or indirectly, the consumption within its territory of

products of any specific Member country or countries on grounds

of origin orthe sale of products for consumption within other

Member countries on grounds of destination.
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22:6 This paragraph corresponds generally to paragraph 7 in

Article 16 of the United States Draft Charter. It will be

observed, however, that unlike the last-mentioned paragraph,
the text now recommended does not refer to a procedure

according to which adopted standards, etc, would become

automatically effective upon notice given by the Organization.

In view of this fact, paragraph 8 of Article 66, as adopted

at the First Session, containing rules for the adoption by the

Conference of standards, etc.was deleted. It was noted

that the procedure laid down in paragraph 6 of Article 66

night be employed to assist in promoting international

agreements for this purpose.

Article 23

23. Boycotts

1. The words "any specific Member country or countries" were

substituted for the expression "other Member countries" where

this first appears in the original text of this Article since it

was considered that the ban on boycotts should not apply to

campaigns in support of the use or consumption of products of

national origin or manufacture and not directed against the

products of any specific country.

2 The delegate for India reserved his position on this

Article (of. General Comments Under Article 37).

3. The delegate for Lebanon reiterated his view that boycotts

may be justified on political or moral grounds.
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SECTION B. TARIFF AND TARIFF PREFERENCES

Reduction of Tariffs and Elimination of Preferences

1. Each Member, other than a Memner subject to the provisions

of Article 33, shall, upon the request of any other Member or

Members, enter into reciprocal and mutually advantageous

negotiations with such other Member or Members directed to

the substantial reduction of tariffs and other charges on

imports and exports and to the elimination of import tariff

preferences. These negotiations shall proceed in accordance

with the following rules:

(a) Prior international commitments shall not be permitted,

to stand in the way of negotiations with respect to

tariff preferences, it being understood that action

resulting from such negotiations shall not require the

modification or termination of existing international

obligations except by agreement between the contracting

parties, or failing that, by termination of such

obligation in accordance with their terms.

(b) All negotiated reductions in most-favoured-nation

import tariffs shall operate automatically to reduce or

eliminate margins of preference, and no margin of preference

shall be increased.

(c) The binding or consolidation of low tariffs or of

tariff-free treatment shall in principle be recognized
as a concession equivalent in value to the substantial

reduction of high tariffs or the elimination of tariff

preferences.
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Article 24

Reduction of Tariffs and Elimination of Preferences

24:1b 1. The delegates for Australia, India, New Zealand and the Union of

South Africa maintained their views expressed at the First Session

concerning Paragraph 1(b) - namely, that in accordance with the

agreed principle of negotiation on or mutually advantageous basis

the rule contained in this paragraph should not operate

automatically, but that members should be free to negotiate for

a reduction in the preferential rate as well as in the

most-favoured-nation rate, provided that the resulting margin

between the two negotiated rates is smaller than that existing

on the base date.
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2. Each Member participating in negotiations pursuant

to Paragraph 1 shall keep the Organization informed of the

progress thereof and shall transmit to the Organization a copy

of the agreement or agreements incorporating the results of

such negotiations.
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3. If any Member considers that any other Member has failed,.

within a reasonable period of time, to fulfil its obligations

under paragraph 1 of this Article,such Member may refer the

matter to the Organization, which shall make an investigation

and make appropriate recommendations to the Members concerned.

The Organization, if it finds that a Member has, without

sufficient justification, having regard to the provisions of the

Charter as a whole, failed to negotiate with such complaining
Member in accordance with the requirements of paragraph of

this Article, may determine that the complaining Member, or

in exceptional cases the Members of the Organization generally,

shall, notwithstanding the provisions of Article 14, be entitled

to withhold from the trade of the other Member any of the tariff

benefits which the complaining Member, or the Members of the

Organization generally as the case may be, may have negotiated

pursuant to paragraph 1 of this Article. If such benefits are

in fact withheld so as to result in the application to the

trade of the other Member of tariffs higher than would otherwise

have been applicable, such other Member shall then be free,

within sixty days after such action is taken, to withdraw, from

the Organization upon the expiration of sixty days from the

date on which written notice of such withdrawal is received by

the Organization. The provisions of this paragraph shall

operate in accordance with the provisions of Article 67.
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24.3 1. The delegates for Brazil and Chile reserved their

positions regarding paragraph 3 and suggested insertion of

the words "and particularlywith regard to Members '

legitimate need for' protection" after the phrase "having

regard to the provisions of the Charter as a whole".

2. The delegate for Chile requested that the Committee

should consider defining the expression "without sufficient

justification" in the same sentence. It was agreed that

it would be difficult to make a general definition of this

term the interpretation of which would have to be decided

by the Organization on the merits of each case.

Suggested new paragraph
The delegate for the United Kingdom proposed that the

following now paragraph be added to Article 24:

"If any Member Country which.has negotiated a

consolidation of any of its tariff rates in pursuance

of this Article should, at any time while such

consolidation remains in effect, alter Its method of

tariff valuation or its ;tariff classification in such a

way as to increase the duty payable upon any product

which, at the time of, negotiation of the tariff

consolidation, was understood to be covered thereby, -then

the other Member or Members at whose request such

consolidation was negotiated, shall be entitled for call

for further Negotiations forthwith with a view to reaching

a satisfactory. adjustment of the matter; and the Member

which has altered its method of valuation or its tariff

classification shall enter into such further

negotiations as requested."
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The questions raised have been dealt with in

Articles, VIII(footnote and paragraph 2) of the Draft

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade prepared by the

Drafting Committee. Whether such a paragraph should. be

included in Article 24 was left for further consideration

at the Second Session. Several delegates expressed their

approval in principle of the inclusion of such a paragraph.

Section C

Article 25

General Fliminationof Quantitative Restrictions

25:1

25:2(a)
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Member country undergoing shortages
subseqent tothewar;

(iii) the orderlyliquidation of temporaryfi:0tpV6 rM'1iq t of temporary
ed by>u~e~' 6a '6ims '"8d. or controlled b

'stgovnVt oJanex Member or of

untry E *NX *-; 4 ''i ' ' '. 'ar7 Member country.

- - owning to the exigenbies' of the war, which It

VouiLd be ureconomic to maintain in norma

conditions provided. that prohibitions o

z'-sttIctIc ,,fo~1Btis purpose may not

instituted. by any Member after the day on

which this Charter ccmes into force, except

after consultation with other interested

Members with a viev to appropriate

international action.

Import and export prohibitions and. restrictions instituted

or maintained urder sub-paragraph (a) shall be removed as

econ at the conditions giving rise to them have ceased, and

in any event not later than I July 1949 provided. that this

period may..with the concurrence of the Organization, be

extended in respect of any product for further periods not

to exceed six mouths each.

(b) Export prohibitions or restrictions temporarily

applied to relieve critical shortages of foodstuffs

or other essential products in the exporting Member

country.

(c) Import and export prohibitions or restrictions

nwmssary-.tc the application of standards for the

classification and grading of commodities in

international trade. If, in tpinion of the
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Organization, the standards adopted by a Member under

this sub-paragraph arelikely to have an unduly

restrictive effect on trade, the Organization may

request the Member to revise, the standardsprovided

that it shall not request the revision of standards

internationally agreed under paragraph 6 of

Article 22.

(d) Export or import quotas applied under regulatory

inter-governmental commodity agreements concluded in

accordance with the provisions of Chapte VII.

(e) Import restrictions on any agricultural or

fisheries product imported in any form necessary to the

enforcement of governmental measures which operate (i).

to restrict the quantities of the like domestic product

permitted to be marketed or produced, or (ii) to remove

a temporary surplus of the like domestic product by

making the surplus available to certain groups of

domestic consumars free of charge or at prices below

the current market level. Any Member imposing

restrictions on the importation of any product pursuant

to this sub-paragraph shall give public notice of the

total quantity or value of the product permitted to be

imported during a specified future period and of any

change in such quantity or value. Moreover, any

restrictions applied under- (i) above shall not be such

as will reduce the total of imports relative to the

total of domestic production, as compared with the

proportion which might reasonably be expected to rule

Between the two in the absence of the restrictions.
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25:2 (d)

25:2 (e) 1. The Committee considered the proviso with reference to

goods en route which had been Inserted in square brackets in

sub-paragraph 2 (f) as adopted at the First Session, with

the indication that it should be retained "only if the

matter if not fully covered in Article 2l". The Committee

decided to delete the proviso in question and to amend

Article 27 so as to include provisions concerning public

notice and goods en route (of. Article 27, paragraph 3 (c)).

The remainder of the previous sub-paragraph 2 (f) was merged

with sub-paragraph 2 (e).

2. The delegate for Belgium-Luxemburg proposed the

following addition to the same paragraph:

'Restrictions imposed under this exception should

be strictly limited to the periods during which the

aforesaid circumstances occur, and should not be

imposed on seasonal commodities at a time when like

domestic products are not available."
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In determining this proportion the Member shall pay due

regard to the proportion prevailing during a previous

representative period and to any special factors which

may have affected or may be affecting the trade in the

product concerned. The Member shall consult with any

other Members which are interested in the trade in

question and which wish to initiate such consultations.

z .,.- :
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3. The delegate for Chile maintained the proposal, made by

the delegation of his country at the First Session, that this

sub-paragraph should not be confined to agricultural and

fisheries products.

4. The delegate for China reserved his position regarding this

sub-paragraph and suggested the following text:

"Import prohibitions or restrictions on any

agricultural or other essential products imported in any

form necessary to the enforcement of governmental measures

which operate to regulate production, distribution, or

consumption of like domestic products with a view to

maintaining a dynamic equilibrium between the diverse

economic activities of a country while in the process of

its industrialization."

The delegate for China also reserved his position concerning

the relevant provision in paragraph 4 of Article 27.

5. The delegate for India suggested that the words 'or to

support the prices of such products' be added after 'produced'

in the same sub-paragraph, and that the two sentences from

'Any restrictions" to the product concerned' in sub-paragraph

2 (f) be deleted.

6. The delegate for Norway was unable to express an opinion

on the reservation which the delegation of his country had

made at the First Session with a view to confining

sub-paragraph 2 (e) to agricultural products.
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7.Thedelegate for the United Kingdom suggested that the he

rds "of adirectly competative productwhichmay be y

rketed or produced'' be added after the words "producedo " in

paragraph 2(o)(.e). -* *

, * -, *_,..*.
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(f) Import and export prohibitiotions or restrictionson

privatetrade for the purpose of establishing a new or,

maintaining an existing, monopoly of trade for, a state-trading

enterprise operated under Articles 31, 32 or 33

Article 26

Restrictions to Safeguard the Balance of Payments.

1. Members may need to uee import restrictions as a means

of safeguarding their external financial position and as a step

toward the restoration of equilibrium in their balance of

payments on a sound and lasting basis, particularly in view of

their increased demand for imports needed to carry out their

domestic employment, reconstruction, development or social

policies. Accordingly, notwithstanding the provisions of

Article 25, any Member may restrict the quantity or value of

merchandise permitted to be imported insofar as this is

necessary to safeguard its balance of payments and monetary

reserves.
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25:2 (f)
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2. The use of import restrictions under paregraph 1 of this

Article Shall be Subjectto thefollowingrequirements:

(a) No member shall institute [or maintain] restrictions

or intensifr existing restrictions except to the extent

necessary to forestall the imminent threat of, or to stop,

a serious decline in the level of its monetary reserves or,

in the case of a Member with very low monetary reserves, to

achieve a reasonable rate of increase in its reserves. Due

regard should be paid in each case to any special factors

which may beaffecting the level of the Member's reserves,

to any commitmente or other circumstances which may be

affecting its need for reserves, and to any special

credits or other resources which may be available to

protect its reserves.

(b) Members shall eliminate the restrictions when

conditions would no longer Justify their institution

[or maintenance] under sub-paragraph (a), and shall relax

them progressively as such conditions are approached;

(c) Members shall not apply the restrictions in such a

manner as to exclude completely imports of any class of

goods.
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3. (a) Any Member which Is not applying restrictions

under paragraphs 1and 2 of this Article but which is considering

the need for their institution shall, before instituting

such restrictions (or, in circumstances in which prior

consultation is impracticable, immediately following upon

the institution of such restrictions) conult with the

Organization as to the nature of its balance-of-payments

difficulties, the various corrective measures which may

be available, and the possible effects of such measures

on the economic of other Members. The Organization shall

invite the International Monetary Fund to participate in

the consultations. No Member shall be required during

such discussions to indicate in advance the choice or

timing of any particular measures which it may ultimately

determine to adopt.

(b) The Organization my at any timeinvite any Member

applying import. restrictions under pargraphs 1 and 2 of this

Article to consult. with it about the for or extent of the

restrictions, and shall invite a Member substantially

intensifying such restrictions to consult accordingly within

thirty days.Members thus invitedshall participate in such

discussions. In the conduct of such-discussions the

Orgahization shall consult the InternationalMonetary Fund

andany other appropriate inter-governmental organization,in
particular with regard to the alternative methods available

to -the Member in question of meeting itsbalance-of-payments-oi-payonte
diffhiculties. Te O shization.,sball, not later than

-tom the day on which y;q. which this Charter

enters, ineview all rzeziev al restrictions. existing
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26:3 (a)
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?6:3 (b)last The Jo sentencgraph was modified was modifieddso as to

anization to report on faic rcz t

hicv were in existence onthedatethe Cthe date the Charter camp

but were liftedbefore the review wasmade.,ravisvw was m.
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on that day and still applied under paragraphs I and 2 of this

Article at the time of the review.

(c) Any Member may consult with the Organization with a

view to obtaining the prior approval of the Organization

for restrictions which the Member proposes under

paragraphs 1 and 2 to maintain, intensify or institute,

or for the maintenance, Intensification or institution of

restrictions under specified future conditions. The

Organization shall invite the International Monetary Fund

to participate in the consultations. As a result of such

consultations, the Organization may approve in advance

the maintenance, intensification or institution of restrictions

by the Member in question insofar as the general extent, degree

and duration of the restrictions are concerned. To the extent

to which such approval has been given, the action of the

Member applying restrictions shall not be open to challenge

under sub-paragraph (d) on the ground that such action is

inconsistent with the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this

Article.

(d) Any Member which considers that any other Member is applying

import restrictions under paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article

in a manner inconsistent with the provisions of those

paragraphs or of Articles 27 and 28,:or in a manner which

unnecessarily damages its commercial interests, may bring

the matter for discussion to the Organization. The Member

applying the restrictions shall then participate in

discussions of the reasons for its action. The Organization,

if it is satisfied that there is a prima facie case that the

complaining Member's interests are adversely affected,may,

after consultation with the International Monetary Fund
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26:3 (c) The delegate for Australiapointedout that, although under

lastsentence of this sub-paragraph a restrictionimposed bya

Memberafterprior approval was subject to challenge under

sub-paragraph(d), the provisions of sub-paragraph (a)would
still be applicable. He didnot consider this desirable and

suggested that sub-paragraph (c) be modifiedso as toeliminate

theapplication of sub-paragraph(a) when prior approval of

the restriction concerned had been obtained.

. . -.;.H

S .s*.*s ' .

26:3 (d) 1. The wordss and, If It considers It desirable, after submitting

observations to the parties vith the aim of achieving a

satisfactory settlsmunt of the patter in question" were inserted

n the middle of this sub-aarpwiha'iwto enabling the

Organization to attempt conciliation between Members

before recomending the withdrawal or modification of restrictions.

prove" he last .entence-of tis sub:paragaph, the word "approve

"7W8 S-ubstitute r "secify~' ,afte it bad -been .pointed out that

Wtwould be difficult for the Organitationz to deterin from irhich
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on any matter falling within the competence of the Fund, and,

it it considers it desirable, after submittingobservationsitting observations

the aim of achievinga or aciviinga satactory:.
fettlement or nhe matter iquestion, recommend the withdrawal

or modification of restrictions which it determines are

being apannplied in a mer incon theent withthe provisions
s 1of p 2 of thisArticleorofAriticles27or 28aragrhsd. Pcle or of Articles 27 or 28

ages the interests of ezessal.d8n s.the interests of

another Member. f the restrictions are not withdrawn or

modified.in accQrdance. with -the recommendation of the

Organization within sixty days, such other Member or Members

shall be released from such obligations incurred under this

ingrter towards the Member appLyvng the restrictions as

the Organization may approve.
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obligations theMember in question should be released.

3;. The delegate for belgium, supported by those for Canada

and the United States, sugesbted the following addition to

sub-paragraph 3 (d):

"The Organizationmay initiate proceedings,' analogous

to the foregoing,if it considers that any Member is

applying importrestrictions under paragraphs 1 and 2ragraphs 1 and 2

in a mannwi inconsistent #'th the provsions of

paragrof -.1and 2, o.-t Article 27"

.forThe delegate Tr tshe United State suggested that the

expression "undeandr paragraphs 1 2" be amended to "under

andp.raphq,1,mmitteecon2 e .he Conrdered that the

a-pragraph as it stands woild be Interpreted an covering the

tions ctionsrreferred to under paragraph 4.
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(e) The Organization,inreaching its determination under

sub-paragraph (d) shallnot recommend the withdrawalor

general relatation of restrictionson the ground that the

existingorprospectivebalance-of paymentsdifficulties
of the Member in questioncouldbe avoided by achange in

thatMember's domestic employment, reconstruction,

development or social policies. In carrying out such

domestic policies,however,Members shallpaydueregardto phal- pay due regard to

the need for restoring equilibrium in their balance of

lastingbasis.payments en a,aound.--n.}Muis,

rictionson im~in e ffct to, the restrictions under

this A imports of products accordingrts 'of products according

to their relative assentiality ,in such a.w-y to give priority

to the Imested by i of Products requ9ed by. itsdomestic employment

reconsocial ction, develppmaent seialpolicies and programmes.

IDn so doing the Member shall avoid all unnecessary damage to the

commercial Interests of other Members.

5. if there is persistent and widespread application of import

restrictions under this Article, indicating the existence of a

general diaequilibrium which is restricting international trade,

the Organization soAll sInternational on with the Tnternational

Monetary Fund. Thin rganization may then, iR collaboration

throughout with the Fund, initiate discussions to consider

whether other measures might be taken, either by those

Members whmse balances of payments are under pressure or by those

Members whose balances of payments are tending to be

exceptionally favourable, or by any appropriate later-governmentat

organization, to remove the underlying causes of the

disequilibrium. On the invitation of the Organization Members

shall participate in such discussions.
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26:3 (e) , , ..

for Brazil, Chile, Czechoslovakia Ch*;le* Czechoslovakia

.al. 'rane) lelparagraph might, withis p.ra~aph might, with

atthe S-ge, ,e.ssion.led at thecond Sesaio .

26:5. ________
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6. The Members recognize that in the early years of the

Organization all of them will be confronted in varying degees

with problems of economic adjustment resulting from the war.

During this period the Organization shall, when required to take

decosopms under this Article or under Article 25, take full

account of the difficulties of post-war adjustment.

7. Throughout this Section the phrase "import restrictions"

includes the restriction of imports by state-trading enterprises

to an extent greater than that which would be permissible under

Article 32.

Article 27

Non-Discriminatory Administratrion of Quatitative Restrictions.

1. No prohibition or restriction shall be applied by any

Member on the exportation of any product of any other Member

country or on the exportation of any product destined for any

other Member country, unless the importation of the like product

of all third countries or the exportation of the like product

to all third countries is similarly prohibited or restricted.

2. Members shall observe the following provisions in applying

import restrictions:

(a) The administration of the restrictions should be

carried out in such a way as to result in a distribution of

trade which approaches as closely as possible to the shares

which the various Member countries might be expected to

obtain as the result of international competition in the

absence of such restrictions..

(b) Wherever practicable, quotas representing the total

amount of permitted imports (whether allocated among

supplying countries or not) shall be fixed) and notice given
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26:6 TheCommittee decided to revers the order of paragraphs 6

and 7 of the London text.

*- ; *-. .. -

26:7 The proviso enclosed in squarendonckets in the Loaido version

as this ,aragraph wv deleted since it was considered covered by

paragraph 1 of Article 21.

27:

27:2 . 2 was redr'fted in a renner thought to render the

provisicnE clira and. =ore consequential. Sub -,.raraph (a),

(a) setting cuta general principle of adridxrister~ng ins-or

restrictions reaesants rn addition to ,the text adopted at. th

First Session.

(b) _ _ _ _
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of their amount in accordance with paragraph 3(b) of this

Article.

(c) In cases in which quotas are not practicable, the

restrictions may be applied by means of import licenses or

permits without a quota.

(d) Import licenses or permits, whether or not issued in

connection with quotas shall not (save for purposes of

operating quotas allocated in accordance with sub-paragraph

(e) of this paragraph) require or provide that the license or

permit be utilized for the importation of the product

concerned from a particular country-or source.

(e) In cases In which a quota is allocated among applying

countries, the shares of the various supplying Member

countries should in principle be determined in accordance

with commercial considerations such as price, quality and.

customary sources of supply. For the purpose of appraising

such commercial considerations, the Member applying the

restrictions may seek agreement with respect to the

allocation of shares in the quota with all other Members

having a substantial interest in supplying the product

concerned.. In cases in which this method is not reasonably

practicable, the Member concerned shall allot to Member

countries having a substantial interest in supplying the

product, shares based upon the proportions, supplied by such

Member countries during a previous representative period,

of the total quantity or value off imports of the product,
due account being taken of any special factors which may

have affected or may be affecting the trade in the product.

No conditions or formalities shall be imposed, which would
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prevent any Member from utilizing fully the share of any

such total quantity or value which has been allotted, to it,|

subject to importation being made within any prescribed

period to which the quota may relate.

3. (a) Iin cases where import licenses are issued in connection

with import restrictions, the Member applying hte

restriction shall provide, upon the request of any Member

having an interest in the trade in the product concerned,

all relevant information concerning the administration

of the restrition, the import licenses granted over a

past recentperiod and the distribution of such clicenses

among supllyigC countries, Provided, however, that there

shall be no obligation tos8upply information as to the

names of iporting gor supplying enterprises.

(b) In the case of import restrictions involving the

filing of quotas, the Member applying the restrictions

shall give public notice of the total quantity or value of

the product or products which will bepPermitted to be

imported, during a specified. future period, or of any

change in such quantity or value. Any supplies of the

product in question which were en rouee at the tmne at

which public notice was given shall not be excludedfrom

entry, Provided that they may be counted, so far as

practicable, against the quantity permitted to be imported

in the period in question, and also, where necessary

against the quantities permitted to be imported in the

next following period or periods, and Provided further that

if any Member customarilyexempts from such restrictions

products entered for consumption or withdrawn from
warehouse for consumption during a period of thirty days
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....

27:3 (a)

:27:.3 (b) The last sentence of this sub-paragrph was inserted to

replace the provision concerning goods en route incl ined In

e brue brackets in sub-paragraph 2 (f) of Article 25 as

worded, at the Firssst Seion. The seconvisowasd proadded

to bring thi-paragraphs sub into nyharmo with the provision

concerning publication of ceradministrative rulingsrulin

ined in paragraph 3 ph 3 of Article 21.
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after the day of such public notice, such practice shall be

considered full compliance with this sub-paragraph.

(c) In the case of quotas allocated, among supplying

countries the Member applying the restriction shall

promptly inform all other Members having an interest in

supplying the product concerned of the shares in the

quota, by quantity or value, currently allocated to the

various supplying countries and shall give public notice

thereof.

4. With regard to restrictions applied in accordance with

paragraph 2 (e) of this Article or under Paragraph 2 (e) of

Article 25, the selection of a representative period for any

product and the appraisalof any special factors affecting the

trade in the product shall be made initially by the Member

applying the restriction, Provided that such Member shall,

upon the request of any other Member havinga substantial

interestin supplying that product or upon the request of the

Organization, consult promptly with the other Member or the

Organization regarding the need for an adjustment of the base

period. selected or for the re-appraisal of the special factors

involved.

5. The provisions of this Article shall apply to any tariff

quota established or maintained by any Member and, insofar as

applicable, the principles of this Article shall also extend. to

export restrictions and to any internal regulation or

requirements under paragraphs 3 and 4 of Article 15.
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27:3 (C)The words "andshall give public notice thereof"were

added to this sub-paragraph.

ats do- Due reserved hlsi.poslti
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Article 28

Exceptions to theRuleofNon-Discrimination
ns or this Section 3.fl-o6.-m . . c

xchangeticns wrth 'eqaivalent.effect to ix enge

restrictions autVorized. under Section 3 (b) of Article TII

of the Articles oyf Ageement of the International Monetar7

Fund;

(b) prohibitions or restrictions in accordance with

paragraphs 2 (a) (i) or 2 (d) of Article 25;

feconditionsos achinbg.t exports which are- ncessary

to ensure that an exporting Member countryreceives for its

exports its own currency or the currency of any member of

the International Monetary Furd specified by the exporting

Member country;

(tictions in accordance with Article 26 which either

(i) are applied against imports from other countries,

but not as between themselves, by a group of

territories having a ccinona in the

International Monetary Fund, Provilded that such

restrictions are in all other respects consistent

with Article 27, or

(ii) assist in the period until 31 December 1951, by

bstantantialdeparturefrmemeasures not involving m

the provisions of Article 27, a country whose

economy bs been disrupted by war;

(e) restrictions in accordance with Article 26 which both

(i}provide a Member with additional airports above the

maximum total of imports which it could afford in

the light of the requirements of paragraph 2 of
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~~~Artic8.

ExceleofNon-Discriminationptions to the Ru lon-Dsicorimination

2&1(a) . _. _.:

28:1 (b)

28:1 (c)

28:1 (d) (e) _



Article 26, ifits restrictions were consistent

withArticle 27, and

(ii) haveequivalent effect beexchangerestrictions

which are permitted to that Member under the

Articles of Agreement of the InternationalMonetary

Fund or under the terms of any special exchange

agreement whih may have been made between the

Member and the Organization under Article 29,

Provided that a Member which is not applying

restrictions on payments and transfers for current

International transactions, mayapply pply..mport'

restrictions under (i) of this sub-paragraph in

special circumstances and only with the prior

approval of the Organization in agreement with the

International Monetary Fund.

2. If the Organization finds, after consultation with the

Internationalarynetear Fund on matters within the competence of'

the Fund.,ithat Import restrictions or exchange restrictions on

payments and transfers in connection with imports are being

applied by a Member in a dinatory maner=anninconsistent with

the exceptions provided under this Article or in a manner which

discriminates unnecessarily against the trade of another Member

country, the Member shall witxin siXty days remove the

discrimination ir modUfy itecified cifiedeby tho Organization,

ed tha. that a Member may, isoit, 60 desires, consult with the

Organization to obtain its prior approval for such discrimination,

under the procedure set forth in paragraph 3 (c) of Articland6, =an

to the extent that such approval is given, the discrimination

shall not be open to challenge under this paragraph.
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3. When three-quarters of the Membersof the Organization

have accepted the obligations of Sections 2, 3 and 4 of

Article VIII of the Articles of Agreement of the International

Monerary Fund, but in any event before 31 December 1951, the

Organization shall review the operation of this Article, in

consultationwith the Internatiozal Monetary Fund, with a view

to the earliest possible elimination of any discrimination,

under paragraphs 1 (e) (i) and (ii) of this Article, which

restricts the expansion of world trade.

Article 29

Exchange Arrangements

1. The Organization shall seek co-operation with the

International Monetary Fund to the end that the Organization and

the Fund may pursue a co-ordinated policy with regard to exchange

questions within the competence of the Fund and questions of

quantitative restrictions or other trade measures within the.

competence of the Organization.

2. Members shall not seek by exchange action to frustrate the

purposes of the Organization and shall not seek by trade action

to frustrate the purposes of the International Monetary Fund.

3. In order to avoid the imposition of trade restrictions and

discriminations through exchange techniques and in order to avoid

the danger of conflicting jurisdiction between the Organlzation

and the International Monetary Fund in exchange matters, Members

of the Organization shall also undertake membership of the

International Monetary Fund, Provided that any country which is

not a member of the International Monetary Fund may become a

Member of the Organization if upon accepting this Charter it

undertakes to enter, within a time to be determined by the

Organization after consultation with the International Monetary
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28:3 Certaielegates objected to thelast few words of thishis

agraph ("which restricts the expansion of world trade".)de

29:1 ._.__._. ._.*

29:2______

29:3 This. paragraph was redrafted. so as to permit a country which

is not e an~berof the.International Monetary Fund to becom a

Member of the Organization if it u~nd.ertakes to ent, within a

time to withetermined by the Oranization after consultation. ith

the Fund, into a, spooia. exehangp agrement,
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Fund., into a special exchangeagreement with the Organization

which would become part of itsobligationsunderbigation's' under this Charter,

and.Provided.further that member of the Organization which

ceases to be a member ofl the Internationa Monetary Fund. shall

forthwith enter into a special exchange agreement with the

Organization which shall then become part of its obligations

under this Charter.

1. A Member which has made such an agreement undertakes to

Lurnishrganization with the information which it may

require, within the general scope of Section 5 of Article VIII

of the Articles of Agreement't of the Inernational Monetary Fund,

in order to carry out its functions relating to such agreement.

5. A special exchange agreement between a Member and the

Organization under paragraph 3 of this Article must provide

to the satisfaction of the Orgacollaboratingnization, throughout

nwith the Iternationayl Monetax4Fund. that the pummones coon

to the Organization and the Fund will not be frustrated as a

result of action in exchange matters by the Member in question

6. The Orgonizaticn shall seek and. accept the opinion of the

International Monetary Fund. as to whether action by the Member

in exchanger mattpermissible issible under the terms of the special

eagreement andshallnge agr act aborationwiththein collation. with the

~~:. -
on ernatcnal MonetaryLundbnT all questions which may arise in

the working of a special exchange agreement under this Article.
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The order of paragraphs 4 and 5 was reversed.

29:6

Suggested new Article under Section C.

The delegate for China proposed that a new Article be

inserted. after Article 29, reading as follows:

"1. Any Member country recognized as an economically

under-developed country, shall be allowed, as a means

for creating favourable conditions for its industrial

29:4,5
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development, to impose or maintain restrictions on

the quantity or value of merchandise permitted to be

imported or exported. .

country whichconsiders such an action ti: s action

ate itsindustrial development,industrial Developme
impose ormaintainquantitative~ed to ipose 'ri mar

rts orexports under paragraph 1 rts under paragraph

ilitis recognized as having been recozed as haring b
rl .dus

3. n Member coury making use of the provisions

nform to the following ehal confo=~t tohen

¢~~~~uond* tins: *- :--;

- - - -(a) taitivt. restIictiozs to be thus imposed

or aintaiied. hoiild. beapplied O the basis of

*̂ *
>. n

e '- .Zi-diSCrimination in--mports from

- - or exports to al3 Mer-countries;

(b) suchuanittative ritrictiois should be

- -- periddical adjusted to iet ~tl cha

requiiati-`6t-bthe t6bntrjf'Snatilobe econo

- - -- --- man rogred~si~elg 96axed

;. -. -. .... -- ts fiivelopmeit. n

-- - he ldelete in qestian eiplxined that his Gornment

*Vad fwe from Intendingto cause amy ha= to other countries

- ;;--asid;tht in the event Or complaint -being made

Member cbiintir'affecteda consuiatsixn vith the Organizati

-. ; ?cov ;'-b -~-.

- - r~*,:e; :- '
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Section D. Subsidies

Article 30

GeUndertaking RegardingSubsidies - Elimination of Subsi
Subsidies - Exceptionsptiona
any Member grantsormaintains any subsidesubsiy,

ingany formof incoms or price support, which operatesperate

ly ectly or indirectly to increase exports of any product

fromr or to redupoe-mofanyproductinto,itsrts oI

territory, the Member shall notify the Organization in

writing as to the extent and nature of the subsidization,

as to the estimated effect of the subsidization on the

quantityof the affected product or products imported into

or exported from the territory ofthe Member country and

as to- the conditions makeing thsubsidization necessary.

In anyin case which it is determined that serious prejudice

to the interesnyt ofera oth Member is caused or threatened

by any such subsidi,zation the Member granting the

isubsidzation shalnl, upo request, discuss with the other

Member or Members concerned, or with the Organization, the

possibililimitingty of the subsidization.2. (a)mbershallgrant,directly No Meor indirectly,
any subsidy on the exportation of any product, or

establish or maintain any other system, which results

in the sale hof suc product for export at a price

lower than the. comparable price charged for the like

product to buyers in the domestic market, due

ncebeing made for differences in the conditions the c

and terms of, sale, for differences in taxation, and for

other differences affecting price comparability,

Provided that this shall not prevent any Member from
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Section D 5O.O D

sissuggested in the Report ofthe FirstSessionrst Se
6, Secti I iidet')Yi stes considered

graphs 2 and 4ail words'I cept&paos.'ied i arwaraphs 2

us and Articleee.iywere'foubd~%up~'iluous and

-acordA y ~deleted

formal nature, werehange8, bhLef37 'a formal nature, were

agraph. It will be sentence of thi ie^ph. It will be

sentenceas now draftedsthri tonoes as now drted

thesubsidy operates, "directlyi'i rates, "dirty
increaseexports or reduce importsof any orts of azs

can thus not beinterpreted asbeingconfined to ig confined

perating directlyto affect trade inthe product product

nsideration. Similary, in the same sentence the tence th

words "antieffectd were changed to "estimatedmated

t" inIct" oordert remove thsiblee pos impression that the

Ofect of a sdubsntradecouldbeaccurately predicted.urate

30:2. 1. intial it.l3 words of para raphb 2, referzing to paragraph

4, were deleted as superfluous, and the parhgrapa was

divided into two suagraphs (a)and (b).b).
2. The concluding words of sab-paregraphe(e) ware modified

for geater.clarity. The deletion of the words "would be

considered as a case under paragaph 1" wasned ined In

to render it clear that while paragraph 2 coverscover

t subsidies, it is notan alternative to paragraph 1, 1,

which covers subsidies of akinds, whether domesticc

subsidies or export subsidies, if they affect exports or

imports.
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exempting exported products from duties or taxes imposed

in respect of like products when consumed domestically,

from remitting such duties or taxes which have accrued,

or from using theproceeds of such duties or taxes to make

paymentsto domestic producers;
(b) Members shall give-effect to.the provisions of this

paragraph at the earliest practicable date, but in any

event later then three years from the day on which

this charter enters into force. If anyMember considers

itself unable to make the provisions of this paragraph

effective in respect of any specified product or products

uponthe expirationofsuchperiod, Member shall,

at least three months before the expiration of such

period, .givetothe Organization notice in writing

requesting a specific extension of the period and

accompaniedbya complete analysis of the system intem in

on and the facts justifying it. It shall then be it. It

determined whether the extension requested should be made.

.* . .... - .-

..

.i
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COMMENTARY
30:2 3. .At the First Session thedelegate for China had

madeareservation (of Report of the First Session,

page 16, Section D,1 (d) (ix) witha. view to modifying

paragraph 2 so that subsidies to promote exports of

"specialcommodities" would be permitted in certain countries

until they had attained equilibrium intheir balance of
X ,- t e -,IZX;- . . . .-

payments.iThet-delegabefor the same country In the

Drafting Co-'ittee exprsased his willingness to withdraw

he reservation i. satisfied that the subsidies in question

ions pertissible under other provislond of Ihe Charter.

4. The delegate for Chile v.lehed to have:it recorded that

in his view that paragraph 2."should not be interpreted so

asto prevent countries far removed-from world market

wto sell their products at current orldmarket prices even

priceschargedinthea -..:though. these. y be lower th

donmestic market, such action not-beigthe result of a

direct or indirect subsidy or of the establishment of any

- - .: .other. -,^ -,

~~~~~~~t

: * ' * * ' e ' ! ~~~~~~~~n s -5

~~~~. -*'~ ; _.t

. * : ~ <.:-
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3. A system for the stabilization of the domestic price

or of returns to domestic producers of a primary product,

which results over a period in the sale of the product for

export at a price lowerthanthe comparable price charged

for the like product to buyers in the domestic market, may

be determined not to involve a subsidy on exportation under

the terms of paragraph 2 of this Article if it has also

resulted over a period in thesale of the product for

export at a price higher than the comparable price charged

for the like product to domestic buyers, and if the system

is so operated, either because of the effective limitation

of production or otherwise, as not to stimulate exports

unduly or otherwise' seriously prejudice the interest of

other Members.

4. (a) In any case of subsidization of a primary

commodity,' if a Member considers that its interests

are seriously prejudiced by the subsidy or if the

Member granting the subsidy considers itself unable

to comply with the provisions of paragraph 2 of this

Article within the time limit laid down therein, the

difficulty may be determined to be a special difficulty

of the kind referred to in Chapter VII, and in that

event the procedure laid down in that Chapter shall

be followed;

(b) If it is determined that the measures provided

for in Chapter VII havenot succeeded, or do not

promise to succeed, within a reasonable period of

time, in removing or preventing the development of a

burdensome world surplus of the primary product

concerned, the requirements of paragraph 2 of this
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30:3 At the Fiist Session (Report, page 16, Section D, 1 (d)

(xi), the delegate for New Zealand had raised the question
* ;¢. ' bev

whether the domestic price to be considered in this
. ,* , ;

paragraph should not be that paid to 4omestic producers.

The Co~ittee acted on a suggestio; bthe delegate for the

same country by adding the words "or of returns to domestic

producers" afterIdoznestice" in the first line; but

the deainate reserved his right to raise the question aga

at the Second Session.

30:4i 1. The reference to paragraph 1 In the middle of

sub-paragraph (b) was deleted since It was considered that

in cases such as those dealt with here the obligation of

the subsidizing Member to notify the Organization and

discuss with the Members concerned should not be relinquished.-

2. . The delegates for Canada and Wew ZealAnd reserved

their position on sut-paragraph (b) which they feared

might provide an escape for subsidizing countries taking

such an attitude that no agreement could be reached, in

which case they would be free to act as they wished without

regard to their obligation.under paragraph 2. They did not

consider the provisions of paragraph 5 an adequate

-afeguar;. against abuse.They therefore suggested that

subparagrph 4 (b) be deleted.
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.. s

Atkt1ito apply in respectof sin riepect of such product
;

as from the effective date. orfs ,tenatloneand
shall.not.b ze-pplied IDL respect ol suoh product

until a date determined in accordance with procedures

approved.by-the Organizatiou.

..
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5.Notiwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 2 and 4 (b)
of this Article, no Member shall grant a subsidy on the

exportation of any product which has the effect of acquiring

for that Member a shareof world trade in that product in

excess of the share which it bad during a previous

representative period, account being taken insofar as

practicable of any special factors which may have affected

or may be affecting the trade in that product. The

selection of a representative period for any product and

the appriasal of any special factors affecting the trade in

the product shall be made initially by the Member granting

the subsidy: Provided that such Member shall, upon the

request of any other Member having an important interest

in the trade in that product, or upon the request of the

Organization, consult promptly with the other Member or

with the Organization regarding the need for an adjustment

of the base period selected or for the re-appraisal of the

special factors involved.

6. Any determination required by or appropriate to the

operation of this Article shall be made under procedures

established by the Organization in accordance with

paragraph 4 of Article 66.

Section S. State Trading

Article 31

Non-Discriminatory Administration of State-Trading
Enterprises

1. If any establishes or maintains a state

enterprise, wherever located, which imports, exports,

purchases, sells, or distributes any product, or if any

Member grants exclusive or special privileges, formally

or in effect, to any enterprise to import,

export, purchase, sell, distribute or produce any
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30:5 1. In the Report of the. First
pearre . as aspubpyaragrph ofparagraph 4,hich

whollywith primary commodities. After the change in the text
referred. to in the following paragraph it was found appropriate

to resent it as paragraph5.

2. The Committee decided. to delete the word "primary" before

"product" in the first sentence of this paragraph so as to .

extend the limitation provided for in this paragraph to all

export subsidies, whether on primary or non-primary commodities,

whenever such subsidies are permitted. under this Article.

.3. The delegate for China reserved. his position on this paragraph.

30:6 .

Section E

-31:1 1. The Square brackets -enelosing the words "distribute

produce" in the .first sentence according to the text adopted,
at the First Session were deleted.

2. Thedelegate for Czechoslovakia objected to the inclusion

of these words.
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product, the commerce of other,Members shall be accorded
treatment no less favourable than that accorded to the

commerce of any country, other than that in which the enterprise

is located in respect of the purchase or sale by such.

enterprise of any product. .To this .end such enterprise: shall,

in makingits external. p rshases or sales. of any product, be

influenced solely by commercial considerations, such as

price, quality, marketability, transportation and other terms

of purchase or sale, having due reggard to any differential

customs treatment maintained. consistently with the other

provisions of this Charter.
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3. The words "and exercise effective control over the

trading operations of such enterprise" entered in square

brackets in the same sentence were deleted in connection with

an amendment to paragraph.3.

Finally, the last sentence in the text adopted at the

First Session statinh the obligation of Members maintaining

State enterprises orgranting exclusive or special privileges
to enterprises to supply information in connection with

consultation) was deleted as a result of the insertion of a

similar provision in Paragraph 1of Article 35.

5. It was agreed that the charging by a state enterprise

of different prices for its sales of a product in different
markets, domestic or foreign, is not precluded by the

provisions of Article 31, provides. that such different

prices are charged for commercial reasons, to meet

conditions of supply and demand in export markets.
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2. The Provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article relating to

purchases of imports by state enterprises shall apple to purchases

or imports of products for re-.sale [or for use ih the production

of goods for sale.] With respect topurchases or imports by

state enterprises of products for governmental use and not

for re-sale [or for use in the production of goods for sale.]
Members shall accord to the commerce of the other Members fairz

and equitable treatment, having full regard to all relevant

circumstances.

3. This Article shall appll to any enterprise, organ or

agency in which there is effective control by a Member

government,

Alternative A.

or over whose trading operations a Member government

exercises effective control by virtue of the special or

exclusive privileges granted to the enterprise.

Alternative B:

or over whose trading operations a government is, under

the arrangements providing for the special or exclusive

privileges granted to the enterprise, legally entitled to

exercise effective Control.
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31:2 The words ''or for use in the production of goods for

sale," were added in square brackets, in this paragraph

as Well as ln paragraph.5 of Article 15, for consideration

at a later stage.

. The delegates for Chile, Czechoslovakia. and New Zealand.

reserved their position with. regard to the insertion of

the words in question.

31:3 1. The text of this paragraph contains two alternatives

presented for consideration at the Second Session.

2. The delegates for Chile, Czechoslovakia and New Zealand

reserved their position on this paragraph, stating that

they preferred the text adopted at the First Session.

-Those for Czechoslovaca and New Zealand stated that, if

they would have to choose between the two alternatives

now recommended, they would prefer Alternative A.

; ;s- . . -...
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Article 32 -

.Epansion of Trade by State Monopolies of Individual Products

1. ant.MemberM oteer than a Xembqr subject to the

provisions of Article 33, establishes, maintains or authorizes,

forma ly or in fact,> an effective monopoly of the importation

orexportation of any product, such Member shall, upon the

request of any other Member or Members having en interest in

trade with at Member in-, the product concerned, enter into

negotiations with such Member or Members in the manner provided

for in- respect of tariffs under Article 24, with regard. to

(a) in the case of an export monopoly, arrangements

designed to limit or reduce the protection afforded

through the operation of the monopoly to domestic

users of the monopolized product or to assure exports

of the monopolized product in adequate quantities at

reasonable prices; or

(b) in the case of an import monomumy, the maxini

margin by which the price for an imported product

charged by the monopoly in the home market may exceed

the landed cost. before payment of any duty, of such

yz-Duct purchased by the monopoly from suppliers in the

territories of Members, after due allowance for internal

ta6es, transportation, distribution and other expenses

incident to purchase, sale or further processing, and for

a reasonable margin of profit. For the purpose of applying

this margin regard may be had to average landed costs and

selling prices of the monopoly over recent periods.
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The Committee felt that the technique of negotiating
price margins might not be practicable in the case of

export monopolies, and that it would thus be preferable

to set forth in the Charter a general principle, the

detailed implementation of which would be left to the

negotiating parties.

32:1

- I..
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2. Any Member newly establishing any import monopoly in

respect of any product shall not create a margin as defined. .

in paragraph 1 (b), greater than that represented by the

maximum rate ot import duty which may have been negotiated

in regard. to that product pursuant to Article 24.

3. With regard. to any monopolized. product in respect of

which a maximum margin has been established pursuant to

paragraph 1 (b) or paragraph 2 of this Article, the monopoly

shall, as far as administratively practicable, and subject

to the other provisions of this Charter; import [from Members]

and. offer for sale at prices charged. within such maximum

margin such quantities of the product as will be sufficient to

satisfy the full domestic demand. for the imported. product,

account boing taken of any rationing to consumers of the

imported and like domestic product which may be in force

at that time.

4. Inapplying the provisions of this Article, due regard.

shallbe had for the fact that some monolies are established.

and. opperated. mainly for revenue purposes.
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2 -.
32:2 _____

32:3 1. The Committee noted that in paragraph 3 the

obpigation of a mono:oly to import from Members such

quantities of a monopolized produci ias would be sufflont

to satisfy the full dgmestic demands miSht in effect

result in a complete prohibition of imports of the Product

from non-Membersi This result, it Is felt, could not have

been intended. However, in view of the doubt expressed

by rertain delegates zegerding the effect of deletin the

phrase "fro pembersp in this jeragra;h, these words have

been placed in square brackets for consideratica at the

Second Session.

2. The Corittee considered paragraph 5 of Section A of

the London Report on the Chapter on Restrictive Business

Practices page 18, foot of column 1) in connection with.

this article, and decided that it was not practicable to

write3into Articles _2 or 33 provisions for state

monopolies correspoaping to those :eplying to private

monopolies according to Chapter VI. It was therefore

decided to disreaard this factor in the draft of Artifle 32,

and, to recommend the insertion of the words "public or'

in ragAamp 1 (a) of -rticle 39 so as to place

equivalent obligations on public and private monopolies

without discrimination.

32:4
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Article 33

Expansion of Trade by Complete State MonopoliesImp DEaort Trade

LA-n member establishing or maintaining a complete or

sanubsttially complete monopoly of its import trade shall

promote the expansion of its foreign trade with the other

Members in consonance with the purposes of this Charter.

To tais snd such Member s all.negotiate with the other

Members an arrangement under which, in conjunction with the

granting of tariff concessionssuy ench other Members, and, in

consideration of the other benefits of this Chapter, it shall

undertake to import in the aggregate over a period products

of the other Members valued at not less than ao am-unt to be

acrced upon. This purchase arrangement shall be subject to

periodic adjustm]nt.J
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33 Atthe London Session it was decided that Article 33

should be left for, consideration at a later stage. The

Drafting Committee did not feel itself called upon to consider

this Article. It is reproduced in, square brackets opposite as

given in the United States Draft Charter.

.

- -:: -.i. -
.

-; '.: .7. . '.
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Section F. Emergency Provisions - Consultation

Article 34

ErgnyAction on Imports of Particular Products

1. If, as a result of unforeseen developments and of the

effect of the obligaticas incurred. under or pursuant to this

Chapter, any product is being imported into the territory of

any Member in such increased quantities and under such conditions

as to cause or threaten serious injury to domestic producers

of like or directly competitive products (or, in the case of

a product which is the subject of a concession with respect

to a preference, is being imported under such conditions as

to cause or threaten serious injury to producers in a

territory which receives or received such preference), the

Member shall be free to suspend the obligation in respect of

such product in whole or in part, or to withdra-r or modify

the concession to the extent and for such time as may be

necessary to prevent such injury.

2. Before any Member shall take action pursuant to the

provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article, it shall give notice

in writing to the Organization as far in advance as may be

practicable and shall afford the Organization and those Members

having a substantial interest as exporters of the product

concerned., an opportunity to consult with it in respect of the

proposed action. In critical and. exceptional circumstances such

action may be taken provisionally without prior consultation,

Provided that consultation shall be effected immediately

following upon the taking of such action.
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Article 34

Emergency Action on Imports of Particular Products

34:1 The words "is being imported under such conditions as to

cause or threaten serious injury" were added to the words

enclosed in brackets. The words "The Member shall be free to

suspend the obligation in respect of such products in whole

or in part, or to withdraw the concession" were substituted

.for "the Member shall be free to withdraw the concession, or

suspend the obligation, in respect of such product, in whole

or in part, or to modify the concession".

34:2 1. It was decided to divide paragraph 2, as adopted at the

First Sessica, into two paragmaphs, the second of which (now

given as No. 3) refers to the situation arising in cases when

the stipulated consultation does not lead to agreement among

the Members concerned.

2. The delegates for Canada, Chile and Cuba maintained the

view their delegations had expressed at the First Session that

it was undesirable to permit action under Article 34 without

prior consultation even in emergency circumstances (Report of

the First Session, page 10, Section A:3 (b) (iii)). The delegate

for Canada also maintained that if action without prior

consultation was permitted to a Member, imediate counter-action

by other affected Members should also be permitted.
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3. re If ageeomgent amn the interested Members with respect

to ioe actlan is not reached, the Member which proposes to

taksn or coztinue the action shall, nevertheless, btofree ia

do so, and if: such action is taken or continued. the affected.

Members shall then be free, not lat r xhan.sicty days after

'uon actiai is taken, to s spen ,:upon-the expiration of

thirty days froaythn d& or which wrotice nct4oa of such

soisuesin is received by gthe Orioanizatn, the application

to the trade of the Member taking such ac io , .of- such

s s n6ubatatially equivalentaoboigstinns or coonessiams under

this Chapter the suspension of which gahe Oreoizaticn does

not disapprove. In cases of abuse the Oraoizmaticn =y

authorize an affectbd Memfer to suspend obonigoti s cr

CCcG8ssion in ondditim to whose vaybich mubbe ss*stantially

eqUvalent to the actifinaoriaraly :eken.
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34:3 The Committee considered it desirable that the retaliatory

action permissible underthis paragraph should not be

unnecessarily delayed;accoringly, it has suggested the

shortening from sixty to thirty days of the period to be

observed from the date on which written notice of the

suspansion of obligations or concessions is received by

the Organization.
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Article 35

Consultation -Nullification orImpairment
1. Each Member shall accord. sympathetic consideration to,

and shall afford adequate opportunity for consultation regarding,
such representations as may be made by any other Member with

respect to the operation of customs regulations and formalities,

anti-dumping and countervailing duties, quantitative and.

exchange regulations, Subsidies, state-trading operations,

sanitary laws and regulations for the protection of human,

animal or plant life or health, and generally all matters

effecting the operation of this Chapter; and. shall, in the

course of such consultation, provide the other Member with

such information as will enable a full and fair appraisal of

the situation which is the subject of such representations.

2. If any Member should consider that any other Member is

applying any measure, whether or not it conflicts with the

term- of this Charter, or that any situation exists, which

has the effect of nullifying or impairing any object of

this Charter, the Member or Members concerned shall give

sympathetic consideration to such written representations

or proposals as may be made with a view to effecting a

satisfactory adjustment of the matter. If no such adjustment

can be effected, the matter may be referred, to the

Organization, which shall, after investigation, and, if

necessary after consultation with the Economic and Social

Council of the United Nations and any appropriate inter-

goverrmental organizations, make appropriate recommendations

to the Members concerned. The Organization, if it considers
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Consultation - NullificationorImpoirment
35:1 1 The examples of matters that may be subject to

representations,enumarated in the first part of this

paragraph, wereadded to by inclusion of the words "anti-
dumping and countervailing dutier".and"subsidies".
2. The delegatefor Brazil reserved his position for the

time being regarding the nsertion of "anti-dumping and.

countarvailingduties". ; -

3. A naumber of delegats sugges ed insertion of''the words

-withut pretudicine the lagitimato business interests of

particular private. or state tradingaenterprises," efter "such

forlation as wil.. The delegate for Czechoslovakia was
strongr n favour of the inclusion of these wores which, h

considesedd expreasec. the intentions of the First Session

(Cf. the Report of that Seesion, pag- 17, Section E:1 (iv),

4. The delegate for France, supportiag the remerks made by
the delegate sor Czechoulovakia, declared that if the reference

to the legitimate business interests of public and private

enterprises were to be deleted, he preferred restoration of

the text of the First Sessing (deletiza tho words fram "and

Shall, in the co).se' etc.
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the case serious. enough to justify such action, mayauthorize
a Mem or Members to suspend the application to any other

Member or Member of such seecified obligations or concessions

under this Chapter asmaybe appropriate in the circumstances.

If such obligations or concessions are in fact suspended, any

affected Member shall them be free, not later than sixty days

after such action is taken, to withdraw from the Organization

upon the expiration of sixty days fromthe day on which

written notice of such withdrawal is received by the

. Organization.

SECTION G. RELATIONS WITHNON-MEMBERS

Article 35

Contractual Relations with Non-Members

Treatment of the Trade of Non-Members

(See Comment opposite)
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I

n,36 aA -simitSsi Conmttee decided

t6o leave Articl '3 or consideration~ tThelater stage.. Vie

eDraftnng coitti idhist'discuss'ii Article..

Trticle,etext or tigsAAhl giived n teUni7tecl tas

azf iharter,.Is rebeldwced .el'v for reference;

1. No Mezber shall, seek exclusive or preferential
advantages for its trade in the territory of eany non-Mmber
vbich votld result, directly or indn ecscriminatio
in that territory 'aganst the trade of any other Member.

29.No Member shall, be a party to ian agerement or other
ararengmentiwth ayn.nn-Member udnre which such non-Member
shall be contractually entitled to any of the benefits of
this Charter,

ith r*W d .'; ',,gar; to countries which, although eligible for
- memb nship,- have~zot become Members or have with-drawn.

firomiot,e O Mambat~n$ no'Mei'er Shall, except with the
concurrence za toe Organizgt qn, apply to-the trade of such

Ivt'fet b u .Mme

countries the taritf reduct
aragraph shall becole*,. -s- ; tecm

upnte e iatioof one yar from the date on

esult,directlyorindirectly,indi2rimination-scome*

hetocha I iztion is established:
rPoided,Tvhat thicevrod maybee extended by the
.ganiza iton -fr -further periods not to exceeds*ix months

: . Membersundmertake, to review any international
ol~gatiions he mayhavewvhich would prevent hec 'fom-
giving ful effect -to paarrapphs 1 and 2 of this Artcle.
an,i ifn ecessay7 "for that uorocsesto trmeiante such
obligations either by gareemert or in accordane with
their tems."s
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Subject to the requirement that such measures are

not applied. in a manner which would constitute a means of

arbitary or unjustifiable discriminatica between countries

where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised. restriction

on international trade, nothing in Chapter V shall be construed

to prevent the adoption or enforcement by any Member of measures

(a) necessary to protect public morals;

(b) for the purpose of protecting human, animal or

plant life or health, if corresponding domestic safeguards

under similar conditions exist in the importing country;

(d)relating to the traffic in arms, ammunition
and implements of war and tosuch traffic in other

goods and materials as is carried on for the purpose

of supplying a militatry establishment;

(e)in time of war or other emergency in international

_ ;- ' relattheonprot, relnting to t oectioa of the essential

- Membersecurity interests of a.m~er;

or e>p. *tior):r ltX t. tb ii~ore qtn r ex-orta-rtln of

gold or sil-rr;

(g). necessary- to. seue. caliance with laws or

en',--relta hich. iaeoiin I-tent with the

-o~' -- i-sof, Capter V, sc as,. hose relating

tocustom n..rcement ective practices, and. te

e otektiom f atentsZ trtida'arts and. copyrights;
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37 (a) and (b) The delegate for Norway pointed out that his country's

restrictionson the importation, production and sale of

alcoholic beverages had as its chief object the promotion of

temperance. He therefore considered that the taxation and.

the price policy of its state liquor and were monopoly was

covered by items (a) and (b) of Article 37.

(b) The delegates for Chile, Czechoslovakia, France,

New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United. States

preferred the following version of item (b):

"necessary to protect human, animal or plant life

or health."

(c) The delegate for Australia reserved his position on

item (c).

(d)

(f) The delegate for Indie raised the question whether

item (f) should refer to silver which is an ordinary commodity

in world trade.

(g)
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(h) relating to the products of prisonlabour;

(i) -impesed for the protection ofnational treasures

of- artiatici historic or archaeclegical value;

( . (tJ) relaonserto toncoservaticvm (if exhaustible

*naturaL resources if suchsmeasures are taken pur3uant

to. internartonal. afgereements or ae: made efctive

on oninomestJm tpr wuth oestrictics ch sestic' y-:odacticn
or celqsz;2pt!Q or

(k)gundertak.a in persuance of oblications under ths

Unitean Nation Chateionr for the minten~ace or restorat

of international peace nd.security.
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37 (h)

(3) 1. The delegate for India maintained the suggestion made

by the delegation of his country at the First Session that

the words following upon "natural resources" in item (j)

should be deleted.

The delegates for Brazil and New Zealand maintained

their support given at that Seasion to the suggestion by

the delegate for India.

2. The delegate for New Zealand mintained his proposal

thet the words "or other" be added before "resources" in

item (j).

(k)
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Article 37

General Exceptions to Chapter V

: A .. 1
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1. Article 32 of the United States Draft Charter (correspondin

to Article 37 of the present text) contains one -item reading:

"(1) imposed in accordance with a determination or

recommendation of the Organization formulated under

paragraphs 2, 6 or 7 of Article 55" (that is, the present

Article 66).

The Committee considered that the articles referred to in

Article 66 covered adequately the exception considered under

item (1) quoted above and was hence of the opinion that this

item should not be included in Article 37. The delegate for

the Netherlands, however, felt that deletion of this item

would involve that the determination and recommendations

under Article 66, paragraphs 6 and 7, would still have to

conform to the provisions of Chapter V, unless they were

waived by a two-third majority under the provisions of

Article 66, paragraph 2. The proposed change would thus

in his opinion involve a material deviation from the general

opinion at the London Conference and from the draft text before

deletion.

2. The delegate for Canada suggested that Article 37 should

contain a provision permitting a Member to prohibit the

importation of any commodity, the production of which is

prohibited domestically.
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37. (Miscellaneous comments, continued)

3. As it seemed to be generally agreed that electric power

should not be classified 86 a comodity, the delegates for

Canada and Chile did not find it necessary to reserve the

right for their countries to prohibit the export of electric

power.

4. The delegate for China maintained a suggestion by the

delegation of thins country at the Firat Session of the

Preparatory Committee to the effect that a new paragraph

should permit measures "temporarily imposed to prevent,

arrest or relieve conditions of social disturbance, natural

calamity or other national emergencies, provided that such

measures are withdrawn as soon as the said conditions

cease to exist." It was suggested that paragraph 2 (b) of

Article 25 covers this point to a certain extent.

5. The delegate for India suggested that a Member should

be allowed temporarily to discriminate against the trade of

another Member when this is the only effective measure open

to it to retaliate against any discrimination practiced by

that Member in matters outside the purview of the

International Trade Organization, pending.a settlement of

the issue through the United Nations. (of the reservation

by the same delegate regarding Article 23, Boycotts).
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Section I - Territorial Application

Article 38

Territorial Application of Chapter V - Frontier Traffic-
CustomsUnions
I. The provisions of Chapter V shall apply to the customs

territories ot the Members. If there are two or more customs

territories under the Jurisdiction, of any Member, each such

customs territory shall be considered: as though it were a

separate Member for the purpose of interpretingthe provisions

of Chapter V.

2. The provisions of Chapter V shall not be construed to

prevent

(a) advantages accorded by any Member to adjacent

countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic; or

(b) the formation of a customs union provided that the

duties and other regulations of commerce imposed by any

such union in respect of trade with Members shall not on

the whole be higher or more stringent than the average

level of the duties and regulations of commerce

applicable in the constituent territories prior to the

-formation of such union.

3. Any Member proposing to enter into a customs union

shall consult with the Organization and shall make available

to it suh information regarding the proposed union as will

enable the Organization to make such reports and

recommendations to Members as it may deem appropriate.
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Section I

Article 38

Territorial Application of Chapter V - Frontier Traffic -
Customs Unions

38:1 The representative of the International Monetary Fund

pointed out that he was unable at the present stage to express

an opinion on the implications of paragraph 1 of Article 38

on the Articles 26, 28 and 29.

38:2 The delegate for Chile suggested that sub-paragraph (b) should

begin with the words "the formation, including its initial

transitional stage, of a union" etc. This amendment was supported

by the delegate for Lebanon. During the discussion reference was

madeto the fact that the wording adopted at the First Session

permits of measures which in fact represent a transition towards

a customs union.

38:3 The delegate for Australia drew attention to a suggestion

made by the delegation for his country at the First Session*,

asking that provision should be made in this paragraph so as

to allow continuation of his country's special arrangements

with certain neighbouring islands.

* Document E/PC/T/CII/29
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4. The Members recognize that there may in exceptional

circumstances be Justification for new preferential arrangements

requiring an exception to the provisions of Chapter V. Any such

exception shall conform to the criteria and procedures which may

be established by the Organization under paragraph 3 of

Article.66.

5. For the purpose of this Article a customs territory shall

be understood to mean any territory within which separate tariffs

or other regulations of commerce are maintained. with respect to a

substantial part of the trade of such territory. A customs union

shall be understood to man the substitution of a single customs

territory for two or more customs territories, so that all

tariffs and other restrictive regulations of commerce as between

the territories of members of the union are substantially

eliminated and substantially the same tariffs and other

regulations of commerce are applied by each of the members of the

union to the trade of territories not included in the union.
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38:4 The delegates for Brazil and Lebanon maintaied reservations

made by the delegations of their countries at the First Session in

favour of special treatment of regional preferences (Report of the

First Session, page 11, Section A, 5 (c)). The delegate for

Lebanon objected to application of Article 66 in the case here
~~~~~~~~~~~. .-.; . ;.. **

considered since in practice this eghttimply that a two-third

majority vould be required for approving regional preferences.

: ..Thedelegate Tor Chile joiied in the reservation in question.

38:5
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List L sr fe-redtr itorsies. ;e.-re.to. in ub-paragraph(2) (a) (ii-

of Article 14..

f E~~~Th Uait d. KIgd~om ok Gneat ritain 4nd. Northern Irelamd.
~~~~and. its dependent; territories,

e

.. * .-.**Canada,

:h C' n-ealth of Australia, a- s dependent territories,

New Zealand and its lperdet territories,

The Union of South Africa including South West Africa.,

Ireland.,

Indla,

Nevoundland.

Southern Rhodesia,

Burz,

Ceylon.


